The impact drill drive TC-ID 650 E is a versatile device that supports do-it-yourselfers at their working applications all around the house, workshop and garage well. With its functions drilling and impact drilling and reversing for drilling and screwing, it is a helpful aide for all drill-driving works. The different drilling tools can be fixed quickly and without tools in the practical quick action drill chuck. The speed of the drilling machine can be preselected and adjusted precisely with the inbuilt speed control electronics. A constant drilling depth during serial drillings is guaranteed by the precisely adjustable and stable metal depth stop. The practical belt hook cares for free hands between the drilling works.

**Features**
- Quick-change drill chuck
- Speed electronic with pre-selection
- 2 functions: drilling and impact drilling
- With reverse facility for drilling and screwing
- Metal drill depth stop
- With handy belt hook

**Technical Data**
- Mains supply: 230 V | 50 Hz
- Power: 650 W
- Number of gears: 1
- Idle speed (gear 1): 0-2600 min^-1
- Impact rate (gear 1): 41600 min^-1
- Drill chuck: 1.5 - 13 mm
- Drilling capacity in wood: 25 mm
- Drilling capacity in metal: 10 mm
- Drilling capacity in concrete: 13 mm

**Logistic Data**
- Product weight: 1.8 kg
- Gross weight single packaging: 2.2 kg
- Dimensions single packaging: 275 x 225 x 70 mm
- Pieces per export carton: 10 Pieces
- Gross weight export carton: 23 kg
- Dimensions export carton: 570 x 365 x 245 mm
- Container quantity (20”/40”/40”HC): 5400 | 9200 | 0

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery. Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved. GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory.